FIRST GRADE LIQUIDS UNIT
CLASS: LIQUIDS: WHAT IS A LIQUID?
Students will observe different liquids in various containers. They will be challenged to sort and
identify the liquids used during the lesson.
Pre Activity:
Do!
A Pouring Party!
Provide student groups with a variety of containers at their table and a bottle of water. Instruct
students to carefully pour their liquids from one container to another, watching it flow and fill another
jar. To add another element to the experience, provide a second liquid: a juice, colored water, or
cooking oil work well. Then, encourage students to compare the two liquids according to the
appearance and behavior. Allow students to mix different liquids to see what happens.
Think! Discuss or Write
Challenge students to name as many liquids as they can. Record their answers on a chart to add any
other liquids they might encounter during their science class.
Post Activity:
Do!
Which Has More?
Collect a variety of empty containers, such as a jam jar, beaker, water bottle, a 2-liter bottle, a clear
bowl, and a measuring cup. Use the measuring cup to prepare the bottles. Pour exactly one cup of
water into each empty container. Once the containers are ready, gather children and introduce them to
their close-looking challenge. Ask them to consider the following questions: which container has the
most water, which container has the least water and do any containers appear to have equal amounts of
water? Let students discuss their thoughts for five to ten minutes, and then record the class guesses
for each question on the board. Now, it’s time to measure! Have students help pour each container’s
water into the measuring cup and read aloud the measurement for each. If possible, record your
answers on the board or on labels beneath each container. Discuss the surprising results. Because
water takes the shape of its container, we can often be tricked. The same amount of water looks very
different when it moves from one container to another.
Learning Goals Reinforced:
o Liquids take the shape of the containers.
o Liquids flow.
Think! Discuss or Write
Is sand a solid or liquid? Sand seems to be pour-able and take the shape of its container. Invite
students to discuss how sand is different from a liquid and come up with other solids that may behave
similarly.
Link:
http://www.chem4kids.com/files/matter_liquid.html

FIRST GRADE LIQUIDS UNIT
CLASS: LIQUIDS: VISCOSITY
Students will learn that viscosity refers to a liquid’s resistance to flow. Students will participate in a
hands-on experiment that challenges them to time the movement of a marble through a liquid to
determine the liquid’s level of viscosity.
Pre Activity:
Do!
Finger Dipping
Liquids can sometimes feel funny! Prepare for this activity by pouring various liquids into small cups.
Honey, water, juice, dishwashing detergent and molasses are great liquids to try. Be sure to grab some
towels or wipes to help children clean their fingertips! Once seated at carpet, pick one cup to pass
around the circle, inviting each student to gently dip one finger in. Collect as many words to describe
how the liquid looks and feels. Continue this procedure with any other liquids that you brought in for
observation, being sure to pass around a towel or wipes for children to clean their finger after each
trial. After testing just a few liquids, your class should have come up with a great vocabulary of liquid
words for their next science class.
Think! Discuss or Write
What words can we use to describe liquids? Create a list of words that describe the texture and
appearance of various liquids.
Post Activity:
Do!
Seeing Streams
Provide each table group with a small cup of a different liquid, such as water, honey, dishwashing
soap, cooking oil, and molasses. For the experiment, supply each table group with a plastic spoon and
a metal spoon. If possible, provide each group with a timer. Instruct students to do the experiment by
picking up the plastic spoon, scooping out one scoop of their liquid and watching as the spoon is
turned to see the liquid return to the cup. Students should observe how long it takes for the spoon to
empty and the shape of the liquid’s stream as it flows back into the cup. After two trials, ask studentes
to record their answers. Then, invite students to do the same experiment with a metal spoon, and
record their answers again. Compare the stream of the different liquids and how it may relate to the
speed of their flow. Also, take a moment to discuss if the material of the spoon altered the liquid’s
stream or flow.
Learning Goals Reinforced:
o Viscosity is a liquid’s resistance to flow.
o Some liquids are more viscous than others.
o The viscosity of a liquid can be tested in a number of ways.
Think! Discuss or Write
Which liquids would you prefer to drink- more viscous or less viscous liquids? Ask students to share
their ideas and stories about sipping different liquids.

FIRST GRADE LIQUIDS UNIT
Students will learn the three primary states of matter. Students will engage in experiments that
demonstrate the properties of these states as their water samples go through phase changes.
CLASS: LIQUIDS: PHASE CHANGES
Pre Activity:
Do!
Sorting States
Invite students to sort substances according to their state. Start simple. As a class activity, ask
students to look around the classroom and find solids. You can introduce one solid, such as a pencil,
and explain that it can be touched and that it keeps it shape. Make a list of other solids. Collect them
if possible! Next, introduce students to a liquid in the classroom, perhaps a water bottle. Challenge
the class to find more liquids as you make a list. Now, the final challenge: a gas! Ask students why
this is a difficult state to list. See is anyone can come up with a very special gas that is all around us,
even though we cannot see it!
Think! Discuss or Write
How many different ways does water exist on earth? Brainstorm a list of ways that we see and use
water.
Post Activity:
Do!
Molecule Munchies
Challenge students to recreate the way molecules are packed in solids, liquids and gases. Provide
each table with three plates and corresponding labels for each state of matter. Give each table a bowl
of a specific rounded treat: M & Ms, jelly beans, or grapes would work well. These treats will stand
for molecules in the activity. Invite students to pack the treats on each plate to show how molecules
are packed in the different states. In solids, the molecules are packed tightly and orderly with no
wiggle room. In liquids, there should still be many molecules on the plate, but they have plenty of
room to wiggle around if the plate is jostled. On the gas plate, few molecules should be present and,
when the plate is jostled, the treats should bounce back and forth. After checking to see that each table
represented the states of matter properly, allow them to share their molecule treats.
Learning Goals Reinforced:
o There are three primary states of matter.
o Molecules are packed differently in these states.
Think! Discuss or Write
Can you think of any other substances that change from one phase to another? A liquid that can turn
into a solid if frozen? A solid that turns into a liquid when melted?
Link:
http://www.chem4kids.com/files/matter_changes.html

